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DETERMINATION OF OPTIM[JM AIRLINE USING FaZZY TOPSIIj
METHoD

Ayfer Ergin] ,ipek Eker2, Güter ,ltkon3 , Gökhan Turana

Abstract 
-Dıe 

to globalization, lhe use cıf air cargo shippiılg iı1 transparlation system hq.s been iııcreased
raPidlY. In this ProceSS, relqtiye lo inüeasing cılslomer demqnds and compelition, ihere hatl been a ııı:ed forreliability improvement, Service quality, and creatiııg dffireııl ıalues for customers. The aim of this stuığı ii ıo
inlroduce FuzzY TOPSIS meihod cınd to show how to benefit it for lhe prefereııce of oir crırgo shipping
compaııies. Fuzzy TOPSIS method is oııe of ıhe Fwzy MuttiPle Criteria Decision Making (FMCDM miıhods
oııd helps gı"oup decisioıı-making in fuzzy enyironments. According ıo fıezy T1PSIS meıhod, Q closeness
coeficient is eyaluaıed ıo deıermine ıhe raııking order. A closeııess coeficient is calculatetİ by means oJ,Fuzzy
PositiYe ldeal Solution (FPIS) aııd Fırzy Negative lcieal Solutioı çFNIS). Accorcling ıo ıhe calculated
closeness coefficienls alİernaıiyes are rqnked. Five airlines companies, thaİ does mosıly" Far & Middle Eası
cargo shiPPing has been evaluated for lhe selection of airlüıe company problem. A queİtionnaire suüıe_y \1)ith
fıeight forııarder frms had been done. tJsing this survey results most preferred İirüir" 

"o-porry 
haıi been

chosen. The imPorlaııce of the study is thal this is an unique appticatioİ in air cargo inctıısıry. Fİıhermore,
there hqYe not been any siudies focused on airline campü:y İİlection usiııg Fıuzy T2PSIS The sıudv also
showed that Fwzy TOPSIS method could be ışed in airline company seleclioİı

Keyıords Air Cargo, Aiı"line, Freight Foı,wqrder, Multi-Criteria Decision Making, Fıızzy T2PS;S.

INTRODUCTION

The imPortance of the role ofthe air cargo industry is increasing day by day in world trade. The air cargo
malket has doubled in volume every 10 years since 1970, and this trend is expİcted to continue over thı) next
20 years with an annual average groMh rate of over 60Z, according to Boeing's Wor]d Air Cargo Forccast.
This gtowth trend is substantially sustained by the emergence of gIobally integrated jusıin-time production
and logistics networks and the rapid development of E-commerce Il].

According to Airport Council Intemational data in 2007 the amount shipped by air cargo in world has
been increased to 48.3 milIion tones by 3.6%. ln Turkey the amount shipped is appioximateiy 310000 tones
according to State Airports Administration data. By air, Turkey imported $18 billion and exported $8 billion
of merchandise in 2007. When compared to last year, the va]ue of merchandise imported had been incrgased
by 17% whi|e the value of merçhandise exported had increased by 4a%P].

The liberalization of international air fuansport services has been the subject of numerous papers. Most of
the studies have focused on the air passenger market. However, there have been growing inİelests in üe
subject of liberalization of air cargo services for the last few years. The interests aris-e in pJrt due to thü) fast
growth of üe sectoı, and in part to the push by shippeıs and traders arıd by major freighte; calriers espe,:ially
air exPress oPeİators. For the last decade or so, streamlining business supply chains has made air Jar;4o in
general, and air express in particular, üe fastest-growth area in the dynamic cargo sector [3].

Decisions can be made under certaniÇ or uncertanity. Decision mating undel certaıity is more easier
since there has been so many methods enhanced. on the contrary, decision making under uncertanity is lnuch
more difficult. The environments where decisions are made undel uncertanity and at the same İime with



Iecessive objection aıd constlaints ale known as fuzzy envilorrrnents [4]. The mathematical formulation of

fnzzy seltheory was firstly introduced by zadeh [5]. in that study, zadeh improved a mathematica] method

which models uncertain conditions.
Fuzzy Topsls is the fuzzy extension ofTopsls to efficiently harıdle the fi.ızziness of the data involved in

the decislon making. It iS easy to understand and it can effectively handle boü qualitative and quantitative

data in the multiaittribute decision making (MADM) problems. Decision makers, decision criteria and

altematives are needed for the model. In F-uZZy TOPSIS, decision makers firstly evaluates the importance

level of each criterion subjectively. After thai, altematives are evaluated with respect to each criterion,

Decision makers does the evaluation of both altematives aıd decision criteria by linguistic variables- Desired

calçulations are made by transforming 1inguistic variables into triangular or trapeziodal ıumbers.

In this study, we ur" nory ropsjs tJsolve a multiple criteria decision making problem. The problem is a

selection of the best airline company between five iompetitive airlines. The ıemainder of this paper is

o.g*ir"d as follows: Next section presents the literajure available in logistics Sector using firzzy TOPSIS

.Jthodoıory. Section III briefly discusses the methodology of fuzzy ToPSIS. In Section lV we applied the

rrrry rop§ıs method to the seiection ofthe aiıline company. Conclusions are drawn in the last Section,

The Technique for order preference by similarity to Ideal solution (Topsls), firstly introduced by

Hwang aıd yoon, is a multi_criteria decision making (McDM) methodology based on the assumption that the

best altemative should be as close as possible to the ideal solution arıd the farthest from the negative-ideal

solution [6, 7].

In the last yeaıs, Topsls has been widely applied in literature. since there ale so many studies been made

we limited our research to logistics ,""toİ. ğiu" and Huang [8] had applied TOPSIS.to evaluate the

p..fo..-." of thiıd party logistics enterprises (3pls) and to make decision of outsourcing the logistics

services. Feng ana wing 1ı1 constructed i performance evaluation process for airlines with financial ratios

taken into consideration. Their sfudy ,r", TOPSIS method for the outranking of airlines. Tsaul et al. [10]

applied fuzzy set theory to evaluate the service quality of airline,

Furthermore, ıoPSıs can be integrated with different methods. Bottani and Rizzi [l1] had applied a

fuzzy ToPSIS methodology in order to Suppo( outsourcing of logistics services. Kahraman et al. |12]. in lhelr

stud; had presented a hieıarchical ruza, İölsls method to solve. the complex selection problem with vague

and'linguistic data, Büyüközkan "t 
oi, tııl, models the strategic alliance partnel ploblem as an MCDM

p.otl..rr, una solves it by using fuzzy AHİ and Iiızzy TOPS]S models, Çelik et al, ||4], used a hybrid

upp.ou"r, on ensuring the competitiveness requirements for major Turkish container ports by utilizing fuzzy

*io-uti" design 1FlD) *i n ry ToPSIS methodologies to maıage strategic decision_making wiü
incomplete info-rmation. wang and chang [l5] in theiı study, develops an evaluation approach based on

TopSiS to help the Air Force Academy in Taiwan choose optimal initial üaining aircraft in a fuzzy

enviıonment wiıere the vagueness aıd subjectivity are handled with linguistic terms parameterised by

triangular firz_ry number. There can be find many applications of fuzzy Topsls in various research areas in

the litelature [16, 17, 18, 19 ].

FUZZY TOPSIS METHODOLOGY

A TOPSIS solution is defined as the altemative which is simultaneously farthest from 1he negative-ideal

aıd closest to the positive_ideal altemalive. In the classical Topsls method, the weights ofthe criteria and üe

ratings of altematives are known precisely and crisp values are used in the evaluation proceSs. However, rınder

many" conditions crisp data are inadequate to model realJife decision problems. Therefore, the fuzzy TopsIs

metiod is proposed wheIe the weights of criteria and ratings of altematives are evaluated by linguistic

variables repreiented by fuzzy numbels to dea1 with the deficiency in the traditional TopSlS.
In this paper, the eitension of TopSlS merhod is considered which was proposed by Chen [20] and Chen

et al.[2l] The algolithm ofthis method can be described as follorı,s:

sıep ): İlrst of"all a committee of decision-makers is formed. ]n a decision committee that has K decision-

makers; fuzzy rating of each decisionmak er D, - (k, =1,2,",, -K) can be repıesented as triangular

LITERATURE REVIEW
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fuzzy number İ, =(l, =l,Z,..., r) with membership function 7zu (x).

§/ep 2.,Then evaluation criteria are determined.
SteP 3: After that, appropriate linguistic variables are chosen for evaluating criteria and alternatives.
,.Ş/eP y'., Then the weight ofcriteria are aggregated [21].

Ifthe f\z'y ratings ofall decision-ııakers aıe described as triangular fuzzy numbers Fn=(ao,bo,co),
k = 1,2,..., K tben the aggregated fıız4 rating can be determined as:

n = (o,ı,r), k:1,2,..., K (1)
Here;

a _ m,in\aoİ. l ='rLt,. c = mpxJ(., 
}

If İhe fuzry rating and importance weight of the tth decision-maker are İru =Q,,u,b,,u,"ru) und

fr1-(w,rı,|t,72,w,or), i =1,2,...,' , j =1,2,...,n respectively, then the aggıegated fuzzy ratings (ir) of
altematives wiü respect to each criterion can be found as iu -(au,bu,cu) Q)

where,

iıı

ir,

c -maxc

where,

],,, =ryn{.,.,} K
,ll]Z',u, - max lI

lw7r,I

(4)

§lep 5., Then the fuzzy decision matrix is constructed as:

]

b

W

Xız

ir,
Xıu

Xıu

İi., 1-, "
iv|,|u2,. . .,iu,,

where
(İ,l=fu-,.ı,.r,,)u"d ü, =(ı,,,.wr.,.w,.): i . l-|...,.nı j -1.2..,..ıı can be approxiınared b1 po;iıive
triangular fuz7y numbers.
SteP 6: Aftü constructing Ihe fıız-ry decisioır matrix, it is nonıalized. ]nstead of using compiicated

normalization formula of classical TOPSIS, the linear scale transfolmation can be used to tran|]form
the various criteria scales into a coınDarable scale_

Therefore, we can obtain the normalized fuzzy decision matrix ıR [Z0]..-r,l
R =Lr-,,J,".,, i -l. 2. .....m: j -l. 2,.... n

where:

Step 7: Considering üe diffeıent weight of each criterion, the weighted normalized decision matrix is
comPuted by multiplying the importance weights of evaluation criteria aıd the values in the
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o,: rrı;n\o,o}, u,, = I|u* , "" 
: 

^{b"ol
Then the aggregated fuzzy weights (ii, ) or eactı criterion are calculated as:

(i, )=(ru,,,w,,,r,,) (3)

/,\Ia D a l:: l ıJ , l)l
'4 | . r ,l . |l

|cr C, C,)



norma|ized fuzTy decision matrix. The weighted normalized decision matrix I/ is defined as:

V :V)"," i =|,2,..-,m; j =|,2, .. ,n (5)

iu =V,,()fi,

here iİ, represents the importance weight ofcriterion Cr.
Accoıding to the weighted normalized fuzzy decision matrix, normalized positive triangular fuzzy

numbers carı also approximate the elemenıs v-r. .

§ıep 8.. Then, lhe fi)z^y positive ideal solution (FPIS,l') arıd fuzzy negative ideal solution (_ENIS,l- ) are

determined as [21]:

A' _F,',,;,.,v;) (u)

l _Q, ,v;,...,;;} (')

where
: max {r,, } una y; : mjn{y,, }

i :1,2,...,m , j -1,2,...,n.
.şrep 9.. Then the distance of each aitemative from FPIS and FNIS are calculated as:

a; =2a"ft,,,,;), i =l,z,...,-
JI

a; =fa"Q,,,";), (9)

OInternational Logistics and Supply Chain Congress'2010
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(8)

i =1,2 m

wh".e d,(,.) is the distance n]easurement between fwo fuzzy numbers,

Step 10: A closeness coefficient is defined to determine the ranking order of all possible alternatives, The

closeness coeflicient represents the distances to the flzzy positive ideal solution (l') and fuzzy

negative ideal solution (l ) simultarıeously. The closeness coefficient (CC,) ofeach alternative is

calculated as [20]:
)

CC,- .,u . i .1.2.....m (]0)

a, +d,

,.§/ep 11.. According to the closeness coefficient, the ranking of the attematives can be determined, obviously,

according to (10) an altemative l, would be closer to FPIS and farther from FN]S as C(_', approaches

to l.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The evaluation process is valid foı the five competitive firms which does faı & Middle East caıgo

shipping intensively. nur C middle east cargo shipping includes eiüer imported or exported carg_os from /to

rrİ(.yla freight forwarder is an intemational trade specialist who can provide a variety of fuıctions to

facilitate the m-ovement of cross-border shipments. These fi.rnctions include, but are not limited to, booking

vessel, air space, preparing relevant documentation, paying freight chalges, and arranging irıland transport

services [22l. ın air iargo transportation price criteria will change due to the different routes or company

relations. Because of üese reason price criteria is not taken in this study,

In our study, we take five cliteria into consideration. These are Reliability ( C1), Number of I_ocations

( C, ), Frequency ( C, ), Service Quality ( C'4 ) and Customer Satisfaction ( C, ),

Firstly, four decision_makers evaluated the importance of criteria by using the linguistic variables in Table

1. The importarıce weights ofthe crit€ria determined by these four decision_makers are shown in Table 2.
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TABLE l
Lin istic variables fbr Im fiance wei t of Each criterion

Importance Wei
TABLE 2

t ofCIiteIia from Four Decision-nıakers

Lin
TABLE 3

stic valiables for Ratin
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Linguistic variablcs Tri angular fuz4ı numbers

Very high(Vtl) 0,9 l 1

Hjgh (H) 0,7 0,9 1

Mediuın high (MH) 0,5 0,7 0 9

Medium (M) 0,3 0,5 0,7

0,1 0,3 0,5

Low (L) 0,1

0 0 0,1

DM, DM, DM, DM^

CI MH H VH

C] H VH M M

C VH H H M

C, MH H

Cj MH H MH VH

Triangular fuzzy numbers

Very good (VG) 9 l0 10

Good (G) 7 9

Medium good
(MG)

7 9

Fair (F) 3 1

Mediuıı poor (MP) l J 5

Poor (P) 0 1 3

0

525

Four decision-makels use the linguistic variables shown in TabIe 3 to evaluate the ratings of alternitives
with resPect to each criterion. The ratings of five a|tematives ıııder five criteria are shown in İable 4.

Medium low (ML)

0 0,3

Very low (VL)

VH

M

Linguistic variabies

10

5

)

Very poor (VP) 0 l



TABLE 4

Ratin of the Five Altemalives b Decision- makers under Each criterion

C2 (:
]

(:
.1 C5

DM1 DMı DM3 DMı DM2 DMa DM1 oM2 DMı DMı. DMı DMı DM:. DMı DM3

A MG VG G MG MG MG G VG G G VG VG VG VG VG G MG G vG

B VG F VG G MG G MG G VG VG VG MG G G F V6 VG MG

c F MG G P P P P MG MG MG G G G G G F
F F F

0 P F MG F MG F F F P P P P P

E MP F MG Ml vG vG VG F G G MG MG P P MP F MP

TABLE 5

F Decision Matrix aıd F Wei ts of }-ive Altematives

C5C,C"CI

7,00 8,75 9,?59,008,00 9,50 10,00A 6,50 8,25 9,50

8,00 9,25 9-155,50 1,50 9,008,50 9,75 10,006,00 8,00 9,507 ,50 a,7 5 9 ,2SB

3,00 5,00 7,007,00 9,00 10,00s,50 7,50 9,250,00 1,00 3,005,50 7,50 9,00c

0,00 0,75 2,501,00 2,50 4,504,00 6,00 ],153,50 5,50 7,5o2,0o 3,50 5,50D

1,50 3,50 5,5 02,50 4,00 6,005,00 7,00 8,509,00 10,00 10,00E 2,50 4,50 5,50

0,65 0,83 0,950,60 0,7E 0,900.65 0,83 0,930,55 0,73 0,850,15 0,90 0,98Iiv€ight§

OInternational Logistics and Supply Chain Congress' 2010
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C',

DMaDMıDMıDMı DM3

G

VG

6

GF

MPF

Then linguistic variables 1hat aİe presented in Tables 2 aıd 4 are converted into triangular fuzzy nırmbers

to form fuzzy decision matrix as shown in Table 5.

The normalized fuzzy decision matrix is formed as in Table 6. Then weighled normalized fi.ızzy decision

matrix is formed as in Table 7.

After a weighted normalized fuzzy decision matrix is formed, fuzzy positive ideal solution (FPIS) and

fi:zzy negative ideal solution (FNIS) are determined as

-}I (o,o s,o,ss, o,eı) (o,s s, o,85, 0,85) (0,93, 0,93,0,93) (0,90, 0,90, 0,90) (0,95, 0,95, 0,95)]

ı- - (0,ı 6,o,ı 6, 0,1 6) (0, 0, 0) (0,26, 0,26, 0,26) (0,06, 0,06, 0,06) (0, 0, 0)]

Then the distance of each altemative from FPIS and FNIS with respect to each criterion are calculated by

uSing vertex method [20].

C,

l0,00 10.006,00 8,00 9,50



TABLE 6
Normalized F Decision Matrix

TABLE 7

Wei ted Normalized Decision Matrix

o,72 o,9o L,oo

0,82 0,95 [,00

o,3L o,51 lJ,72

0,00 0,08 0,26

o,47 o,74 0,95

o,2o o,42 0,68

0,00 0,06 0,24

'fhe resulls of al] alternatives' distances fron FPTS and FNIS are shorvn in Table 8. The table sumı:ıafizes
the lesults. The higher the c]oseness means the beter üe rank. Therefore, alternative A is defined aS t-üe best
altelnative for air cargo sl-ıipping in this study.

TABLE 8

Distances fıom FPIS aıd FNIS
CC Rank

A 7,4l 0,69 1

B
1,45 3, l0 0,68 2

c
2,33 ) )< 0,49 3

D
3 ,1 5 1,36 0,3 0 5

E 2,46 2,07 0,46 .1

CONCLUSION

In this study, our aim was to make a selection between five competitive airline companies using fuzzy
TOPSIS method. The airline companies mentioned here does mostly Faı & Middle East cargo shipping. Fuzzy
ToPS]S method had been applied for solving airline Company selection pıoblem. The result indicat,js that
Fuzzy TOPSIS method seems to be promising. Fuzzy TOPSIS method can also be used for air]ine.o,rp-y_

Jll
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(:] C

0,68 o,87 7,oo 0,60 0,80 0,95 0,80 0,95 1,00 0,90 1,00 1,00

8 o,79 o,92 o,97 0,60 0,80 0,95 0,85 0,98 1,00 0,55 0,75 0,90

c 0,58 0,79 0,95 0,00 0,10 0,30 0,55 0,75 0,93 0,70 0,90 1,00

0,2I o,37 o,58 0,35 0,55 0,75

E 0,26 o,47 0,68 0,90 1,00 1,00 0,50 0,70 0,85

C1 C2 C1

0,51 0,78 0,98 0,33 0,58 0,81 0,52 0,78 0,93 0,54 0,78 0,90

0,59 0,83 0,95 0,33 0,58 0,81 0,55 0,80 0,93 0,33 0,58 0,81 0,53 0,78 0,95

c o,43 0,7I o,92 0,00 0,07 0,26 0,36 0,62 0,86 o,42 o,1o 0,9o

D 0,16 0,33 0,56 0,19 0,40 0,64 0,26 0,5o 0,72 0,06 0,19 0,41

E o,2o 0,43 0,67 0,50 0,73 0,85 0,33 0,58 0,79 0,15 0,31 0,54

d: d,

3,18

C, C^ C,

D o,4o 0,60 o,78 o,Lo o,25 o,45

0,25 0,40 0,60 0,15 0,35 0,56

C.
Cs

B

0,10 0,30 (),54



selection problem.
A questionnaire sr.ırvey with fıeight forwarder firms had been done at the begirıning ofthe study to choose

the attributes which will be used in ToPSlS method and also due to üe questionıaile the weights of each

attribute aıe calculated. As a result, based on the descending order of closeness coefficient, thc preference

ordeı ofthe companies is found as Firm A, B, C, E and D, respectively.
This research can also be extended by incorporating additional selection criteria such as risk factors and

environmental concems. Different altemative methodologies such as fuzzy analytic network process aırd

fuzzy ELECTRE can also be implemented to solve the problem.
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